A catalogue produced by Molior on Daniel Langlois Foundation website

Montreal, December 8, 2009 – Thanks to an agreement with the Daniel Langlois Foundation for Art, Science, and Technology, the Contrainte/Restraint exhibition catalogue will appear in a special publication. The entire catalogue, including both the French and English versions, is now available on the Foundation website. The initiative is designed to increase its international distribution and reach within the new media arts community. The catalogue appears on the site, which is an outstanding reference that is consulted by researchers around the world.

This is also the last week to see Contrainte/Restraint in Montréal. Don’t miss it! The works by Peruvian and Brazilian artists can be seen at the OBORO artists’ centre until Saturday, December 12, and at Maison de la culture Marie-Uguay until Sunday, December 13. This is a unique opportunity to view the artists’ creations. The show will be leaving Montréal in a few days, and will be presented in Lima in June 2010, and São Paolo in the fall.

Lastly, the results of cultural mediation activities organized by Molior can be consulted in the blog set up by Geneviève Godin and artists Michal Seta and Alexandre Castonguay. We would like to thank those in charge of these activities and participants for their involvement.
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General information :

- URL of cultural mediation activities : http://sites.google.com/site/mediationmolior/apprentissages-techniques/videos-en-arts-mediatiques
- Source : Dominique Boileau, Assistant to the director, dominique@molior.ca
- Groupe Molior : www.molior.ca